
Crag Top Quarry Update 
 

Prime Cut Block 

 
 

1. Ticket all f6A 

UKC: Starting on the left arête of the second spring block, traverse the top from left to right, 

optionally finishing up moorland magic. 

H Goodall, C W Hunt 17/Mar/2021. 

 

2. Second Spring/Prime Cut Left f6C** 

UKC: The first rock on the left when entering the quarry. The obvious arête on its left side. 

Paul Clarke 17/Mar/2021. 

US: From a low hold climb the overhanging left side of the arête using whatever comes to hand. The 

full SDS is a project. 

 

3. Moorland Magic/ Prime Cut Right f6A* 

UKC: The first buttress of rock on the left when entering the quarry. Climb the right hand side of the 

right arête, using the obvious undercut. 

H Goodall 16/Mar/2021. 

US: Same SDS (as Prime Cut Left) but go round the arête and climb direct up the right side. 

 

4. Primatomorpha f6a 

SDS the right side of the Prime Cut arête using a large sidepull and gain the large undercut/overlap 

on the right side of the arête. Undercut this and dyno directly for the rail at the top of the block then 
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traverse left along the lip of the block until you are on the left side of the blocks left arête and topout 

here. 07/08/23 

 

5. Primer F6a *  

Same SDS (as Prime Cut Left) but pull across to the thin cracks and up. 

 

6. Pri-mer F6a *  

Follow Primer but keep traversing to a fitting conclusion. 

 

 

Orange Walls 
Predominantly orange quarried blocks a short distance to the right and obvious from the prime cut 

block. 

 

 
 

1. The Martian f5+ 

The centre of the obvious orange wall left of the grotty corner and the Red tower/Orange Crush 

arête. SDS hanging the low big flat hold in the centre of the block, dyno for a good hold in the friable 

heathery horizontal break then trend left to a good sidepull close to the crack at the left side of the 

block and use this to gain the top. Good landing and reasonable topout. 07/08/23 

 

2. The Red tower/Orange Crush f4 

UKC: Climb the red arête on the right of the buttress in the back left of the quarry, to a juggy finish. 

H Goodall, R Amey 16/Mar/2021. 
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US: The obvious arête. 

 

3. War of the Worlds f4+ 

The centre of the wall right of the Red tower/Orange Crush arête. Start at the obvious large 

triangular niche in the arête and immediately move right onto the wall then climb this direct about 

one meter right of the arête. 07/08/23 

 

 

 

 


